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September 15, 2018
Lindsay Wild
Director, Regulatory Reviews
Regulatory Affairs Sector
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
regulatoryreviews-examensreglementaires@tbs-sct.gc.ca
Dear Ms Wild,
On behalf of Canada’s $12.1 billion business aviation industry, we are pleased to have an opportunity to share our
views on ways to modernize Canada’s regulatory system.
As you are aware, aviation is one of the most regulated sectors in the country, with safety being paramount. What
you may not know is that business aviation is Canada’s safest form of flight. We attribute this to the fact that
business aviation has operated under a safety management system (SMS) since 2002. Our record is a testament to
the professionalism and high standards within our community.
However, despite this record, in recent years business aviation has been required to adhere to regulatory regimes
intended for airlines. The requirements for scheduled carriers are completely different from what private ondemand operations, particularly those managed by a single owner/operator, require.
We are now facing the unintended consequences of over-regulation: the “work around”. It is becoming more
practical for operators to register aircraft in another jurisdiction and fly a flag of convenience or to use a smaller
aircraft that falls below the certification threshold, than to adhere to the rules as they currently exist.
To be blunt, the government has created the optimum conditions for a grey market in aircraft registration where
Canada loses its sovereign oversight and stewardship of an essential part of its transportation assets. Given
business aviation’s safety record, and the importance of on-demand flights to corporations and small, remote
communities, this is both unnecessary and could increase risk.
In this submission, the CBAA has reviewed our current regulatory and policy environment and recommends a
number of specific actions that will modernize aspects of the business aviation regulatory regime. But perhaps
more importantly, we identify systemic issues, including staffing levels and bottlenecks within government that if
not addressed, will continue to bog down our regulatory processes despite any other actions.
We thank you for this opportunity and stand ready to work with your officials to ensure that business aviation has
the right regulatory framework to help Canadian corporations – and Canada – grow our economy and retain our
leadership on the world stage.
Sincerely,

Anthony Norejko
President and CEO
Canadian Business Aviation Association
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Executive Summary
Business aviation is one of Canada’s most
valuable, but perhaps most underestimated,
economic assets. Often characterized as a niche
product with limited impact on broad economic
outcomes or opportunities, the reality is quite
different.

Business aviation’s
large economic
footprint

Operating out of every province and territory,
business aviation allows Canadian companies to
punch above their weight, competing with
countries with many times the population and
greater access to more scheduled airline options.
However, these benefits exist only as long as the
aircraft can stage and deploy quickly and
efficiently. Without speed and access, the
benefits of business aircraft dwindle, ultimately
affecting their contributions to economic activity
of businesses surrounding the airport and the
airport itself. Currently, some small airports are
being decommissioned and landing restrictions
and slot allocations are being imposed or
contemplated at major hubs. As airports are
public assets, with business aviation contributing
over a billion in taxes every year, it is reasonable
to have the right to fair and equitable access to runways and services at Canada’s airports.

Business aviation operates within a highly regulated
environment with oversight from multiple government
departments and agencies. While safety-related regulations
are the most significant, our sector also operates within other
regulatory and policy regimes, including security, border
crossing, environmental, economic and others.
When considering the appropriate safety regimes going
forward, it is important to note that the aviation segments
represented by the CBAA (CARs 604 corporate/state and CARs
704 commuter/on-demand charter) are the safest forms of aviation in this country, according to Transportation
Safety Board of Canada data.1.

1

http://www.bst-tsb.gc.ca/eng/stats/aviation/2017/ssea-ssao-2017.asp
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Our sector’s laudable record is a direct outcome of actions
taken by the government, operators and the CBAA over
almost two decades, starting with the adoption of a Safety
Management System (SMS). Canadian business aviation has
been operating within an SMS since 2002 – and was a worldleader in creating and adopting safety processes such as the
International Standards for Business Aviation Operations (ISBAO) and International Standard for Business Aircraft
Handling (IS-BAH).
Dealing with Regulatory Irritants and Impediments: The Devil in the Details
The existing regulatory requirements and practices that impede economic development, competitiveness and
growth in business aviation can be attributed to two main issues.
The first is that the government is not following its own guidelines and policies when creating regulations for
CARs Subparts 604 and 704. Specifically, the government is:
•

Ignoring Transport Canada’s aim of creating dedicated regulations for specific subparts, in favour of a
“one-size-fits-all” framework that is intended for scheduled commercial aviation, and not in any way
reflective of the actual safety considerations of other forms of flight.

•

Using badly designed or incomplete Regulatory Impact Assessment Statements (RIAS) to justify actions
and decisions.

•

Compromising small business opportunities by not using the government’s own guidelines and tools
aimed at reducing the administrative burden, including the “one-for-one” lens and the “small business”
lens.

The second factor is a government-wide labour crisis. Critical staff shortages and lack of operational knowledge
both at headquarters and in the regions are having a pernicious and long-term effect on the application and
implementation of the regulations as they currently exist. This affects every aspect of regulation creation,
implementation and compliance, most notably in Transport Canada levels of service in the regions, the monthslong delays in aircraft certification, and severe backlogs in implementing useful mitigations such as delegations
and exemptions
Together, these factors have created the optimum conditions for a grey market in aircraft registration, where
Canada is losing its sovereign oversight and stewardship of an essential part of its transportation assets. Given
business aviation’s safety record, and the importance of on-demand flights to corporations and small, remote
communities, this is both unnecessary and could increase risk.
By way of this submission, the CBAA is pleased to present recommendations that would reverse this trend and
encourage full participation in the Canadian regulatory process.

The CBAA Recommends: Creating New Opportunities within a Modern Regulatory Framework
The enhanced use of new and existing technologies to support desired outcomes would have an immediate and
beneficial impact on business aviation. A partial list of benefits includes: making regulatory compliance less
burdensome; reducing financial and resource costs to government and operators alike through increased
4

delegation to industry; increasing efficiencies at the air border by making better use of CBSA resources as well as
the ability to use airspace and runways more efficiently.
However, these gains would only be possible if the government commits to working collaboratively with the
aviation community and is willing to invest in new technologies.

The CBAA Recommends: Specific Changes to the Following Regulations2:
Business aviation is subject to a large number of regulatory requirements. Based on our assessment of the most
pressing issues caused by outdated or overly burdensome regulations, we ask that the Treasury Board takes
specific note of, and works with its government partners to achieve our recommended actions in the following
areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flight Crew Hours of Work and Rest Periods
CARs 604 Safety Management System Regulations Issues and Compliance Disincentives
Delegation of CARs 604 Operator Certification and Approvals to Industry
Minister’s Delegations for Minimum Equipment Lists (MELs)
Flight Data Recorder Regulations
ICAO Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) Related Regulations
Pan-Canadian Price on Carbon - Federal Backstop Legislation

Photo Credit: P&WC

2

Photo Credit: Bombardier

Photo Credit: CAE

Specific recommendations can be found in the section Regulatory Modernization through a Business Aviation Lens
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Who We Are
The Canadian Business Aviation Association (CBAA)
was formed in 1961 to promote the value and
protect the interests of the business aviation community.
The role of the association is to…
•
•
•
•

Advocate for a government approach and regime that fosters the growth of our sector;
Promote awareness of business aviation’s distinct identity and its contributions to Canada’s economy,
people and communities;
Supports operators’ safety programs and regulatory compliance through shared best practices and
focussed programs aimed at member operators of all sizes.
Share, connect and enable our associate members to grow their businesses and promote their offerings.

The CBAA is governed by an industry-driven board, comprised of leaders within the business aviation
community. They are passionate advocates for business aviation: knowledgeable, informed and acutely aware
of the impact of Canada’s current regulatory regime on their operations, and on the use of business aircraft.
Safety, security and professionalism within our community are their guiding principles, and these values are
reflected throughout this submission.

What is Business Aviation?3
Business aviation is one of Canada’s most
valuable, but perhaps most underestimated,
economic assets. Often characterized as a
niche product with limited impact on broad
economic outcomes or opportunities, the reality
is quite different.
Business aviation is a strategically significant
sector for Canada for aircraft manufacturing
and flight operations. Because of its
demonstrable and multiple contributions to our
country and our collective goals, we applaud
the government’s commitment to regulatory
modernization and look forward to working
with officials to ensure that we create a
regulatory and policy environment that
encourages the growth of business aviation and
the use of business aircraft by Canadian
companies and communities.

3

Unless otherwise noted, the data source is the
CBAA report, Economic Impact of Business Aviation Operations and Business Aircraft Manufacturing in Canada, 2017
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In every province and territory
In Canada, there are an estimated 1,900 business
aviation aircraft in operations, including both fixed wing
(76%) and rotor aircraft (24%). This is a portion of the
roughly 36,000 registered aircraft in Canada. These
business aviation aircraft are based across Canada, with
the majority based in Ontario (504 based aircraft),
Alberta (419 based aircraft), Québec (364 based
aircraft), and British Columbia (288 based aircraft).
Operating primarily out of Canada’s major airports and serving communities in every region, business aviation is
a piece of critical transportation infrastructure that complements scheduled airline service by providing efficient,
secure, point-to-point access that the airlines cannot provide.
However, these benefits exist only as long as the aircraft can stage and deploy quickly and efficiently. Without
speed and access, the benefits of business aircraft dwindle, ultimately affecting their contributions to economic
activity of businesses surrounding the airport and the airport itself. Currently, some small airports are being
decommissioned and landing restrictions and slot allocations are being imposed or contemplated at major hubs.
As airports are public assets, with business aviation contributing over a billion in taxes every year, it is
reasonable to have the right to fair and equitable access to runways and services at Canada’s airports.
In addition to the operating aspects of business aviation, Canada also makes a strong contribution to the
aerospace manufacture of business aviation aircraft that support business aviation globally. Canada is home to
Bombardier, a global leader in the manufacture of business aircraft, as well as industry-leaders such as Pratt &
Whitney Engines, Bell Textron Helicopters, CAE and Viking Air Ltd., to name a few of the major players in the
business aircraft manufacturing sector based in Canada.

Business aviation is a critical asset
Business aviation allows Canadian companies to punch
above their weight, competing with countries with
many times the population and greater access to more
scheduled airline options. It facilitates transportation
of service and specialist employees and executives to
further their business initiatives and operations. It also
helps to improve worker productivity, customer service
and retention, and enhances supply chain performance
in every province and territory. In addition, Canada is
home to a number of aerospace manufacturing firms that manufacture and support the building of business
aviation aircraft for use in Canada and abroad.
Business aviation in Canada provides many benefits to the economy by enabling productivity improvements,
efficiency gains and business development. From an operations perspective, it:
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•

Enables employees to reach multiple destinations in a single day and return home to headquarters or
family. This saves time and money and improves quality of life.

•

Enhances productivity by allowing employees to work together in secure, private spaces.

•

May be the only effective transportation option available for employees to reach remote or distant
customer locations. Some of these may only be reachable by float plane or helicopter.

How business aviation contributes to our economic goals and quality of life

A strategic corporate advantage
Numerous studies, including an analysis of the TSX 604, consistently show that corporations that use business
aviation outperform those that don’t, by significant margins. In Canada, TSX 60 companies that use business
aircraft outperform those that do not by 43 percent. That difference translates into greater returns on
valuations of all types: shareholder investment, more jobs and economic spin offs.

CANADIAN COMPANIES
THAT USE BUSINESS
AVIATION OUTPERFORM
THOSE THAT DON’T

4

NEXA ADVISORS Business Aviation and Top Performing Companies 2017: North American Edition S&P 500 & TSX
Companies Using Business Aircraft to Create Enterprise Value
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Canada-wide employment in high-paying careers
23,000 Canadians are
employed directly in business
aviation operations and
business aircraft
manufacturing with an
average annual salary of
$95,900, almost TWICE the
national average of $47,900.
An additional 24,000 jobs are
indirect or induced by
business aviation, for total
employment of 47,000.
Careers in business aviation
include pilots and flight
crews, as well as engineers,
designers, avionics, and many
others who fly, support and
design business aircraft,
engines, simulators and
more.

Each business aircraft operating in Canada makes a measurable and significant impact:

DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF
ONE BUSINESS AVIATION
AIRCRAFT’S ONGOING OPERATIONS
PER ANNUM

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF
ONE BUSINESS AVIATION
AIRCRAFT’S ONGOING OPERATIONS
PER ANNUM
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But it is not only the aviation community, large corporations, governments or big cities
that benefit from business aviation. Here are just two examples of how the use of
business aircraft makes a difference to small businesses and communities.

Based in a Bradford, Ontario north of Toronto, the second-generation familyowned business competes with firms from Asia, the U.S., and Europe to sell its
packaging materials. The company has over 75 employees, its own R&D lab, and
produces its packaging product in Ontario at a time when Ontario’s manufacturing sector is shrinking. Many employees have been with the company for over 15
years.

Selling into the U.S. market is critical for maintaining its workforce and keeping
its unit costs down. In order to close sales in an increasingly competitive market,
Jamie Vins and his marketing team fly to meet clients spread across the Eastern
and Central U.S. to sell customised flexible plastic products. “Video and phone
don’t help close the deal,” says Vins, the President and CEO of Vins Plastics
Limited.

10

Kelly Panteluk is a second generation construction company owner. Based in
Saskatchewan, Kelly Panteluk Construction Ltd. (KPCL) is one of the largest privately owned businesses that provides heavy equipment earth moving and underground services in Saskatchewan. The company was established in 1953 by Kelly
Panteluk’s father, who bought his first aircraft, a Cessna 206, in 1966. The Cessna
206 was used to get to places easily and support business operations, such as
moving equipment, and even delivering paycheques to staff. Furthermore, business aviation has enabled Mr. Panteluk to do business quicker and farther away
from the company’s home base.
Operating out of a small community in Estevan, Saskatchewan with no commercial service, it would take Mr. Panteluk approximately two hours to drive to a
commercial airport from his home. However, as a business owner and pilot with
his own aircraft he is able to get in the air and to his job sites quicker, increasing
efficiencies and accessibility.

THE CATCH-22 IN THE GOVERNMENT’S CURRENT APPROACH TO
BUSINESS AVIATION REGULATIONS
The government works to support small and medium sized businesses like Vins Plastics and KPCL that
provide jobs and economic opportunity in smaller communities. But, these small, often family-owned
companies that use their own aircraft typically do not have staff dedicated solely to managing their flight
departments. However, the government, through Transport Canada continually imposes new regulations
that were drafted for scheduled commercial operations (subpart 705) but end up being applied to business
aviation as well. For small companies that use their own aircraft, compliance with these commercial
standards, which are unjustified by any risk analysis, is almost impossible. But without their aircraft, these
businesses may have to leave their community and relocate to large cities near airport hubs.
11

Regulatory Modernization through a Business Aviation Lens
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The Business Aviation Lens: Safety, Efficiency and
a Level Playing Field
Business aviation operates within a highly regulated environment with
oversight from multiple government departments and agencies. While safety-related regulations are the most
significant, our sector also operates within other regulatory and policy regimes, including security, border
crossing, environmental, economic and others.
When considering the appropriate safety regimes going forward, it is important to note that the aviation
segments represented by the CBAA (CARs 604 corporate/state and CARs 704 commuter/on-demand charter) are
the safest forms of aviation in this country, according to Transportation Safety Board of Canada data. 5.
Our sector’s laudable record is a direct outcome of actions taken by the government, operators and the CBAA
over almost two decades, starting with the adoption of a Safety Management System (SMS). Canadian business
aviation has been operating within an SMS since 2002 – and was a world-leader in creating and adopting safety
processes such as the International Standards for Business Aviation Operations (IS-BAO) and International
Standard for Business Aircraft Handling (IS-BAH).

Corporate-operated aircraft
have the fewest number of
accidents

As well, with the implementation of new CARs 604 regulations in 2015, the CBAA created Partners in Safety, a
responsible multipart program that is scalable and aimed at smaller operators to ensure they can be fully
compliant and instil a safety culture within their operations, regardless of size or the number of employees.
These initiatives – and their positive outcomes – should have a direct bearing on any regulations put forward by
the government in the future.

5

http://www.bst-tsb.gc.ca/eng/stats/aviation/2017/ssea-ssao-2017.asp
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A Government-wide Approach
Dealing with Regulatory Irritants and Impediments: The Devil in the Details
The existing regulatory requirements and practices that impede economic development, competitiveness and
growth in business aviation can be attributed to two main issues. The first is that the government is not
following its own guidelines and policies when creating regulations for CARs Subparts 604 and 704.
The current regulatory framework is impeding economic development, competitiveness and growth by:
•

•
•

Ignoring the government’s own aim of creating dedicated regulations for specific subparts, in favour of a
“one-size-fits-all” framework that is intended for scheduled commercial aviation, and not in any way
reflective of the actual safety considerations of other forms of flight.
Using badly designed or incomplete Regulatory Impact Assessment Statements (RIAS) to justify actions
and decisions.
Compromising small business opportunities by not using the government’s own guidelines and tools
aimed at reducing the administrative burden, including the “one-for-one” lens and the “small business”
lens.

The second factor is a government-wide labour crisis. Critical staff shortages and lack of operational knowledge
both at headquarters and in the regions are having a pernicious and long-term effect on the application and
implementation of the regulations as they currently exist. This affects every aspect of regulation creation,
implementation and compliance, most notably in Transport Canada levels of service in the regions, the monthslong delays in aircraft certification, and severe backlogs in implementing useful mitigations such as delegations
and exemptions.

Creating New Opportunities within a Modern Regulatory Framework
The government’s aim to remove barriers to existing or emerging technologies, processes, or products in
business aviation, while laudable, is possible only if the government commits to working collaboratively with the
aviation community and is willing to invest in new technologies.
The enhanced use of new and existing technologies to support desired outcomes would have an immediate and
beneficial impact on business aviation. A partial list of benefits includes: making regulatory compliance less
burdensome; reducing financial and resource costs to government and operators alike by, as an example,
increasing delegation to industry; increasing efficiencies at the air border by making better use of CBSA
resources as well as the ability to use airspace and runways more efficiently.
Moreover, a larger government goal can be achieved if we commit to new technologies. Canada has been a
world leader in research and development in aviation technologies – from flight simulators to Iridium and
beyond -- using private-public sector partnerships to advance our economic and trade goals. By continuing this
commitment to world-class aviation R&D, Canada not only retains its status on the global stage, but supports
the aims and aspirations of small, medium and large businesses across Canada.

14

Moving Beyond the Whole-Government Approach
While it is necessary to address systemic regulatory issues, if we are serious about fixing problems and moving
forward, we must also, as a matter of urgency, address specific regulations and policies that are having a
deleterious effect on business aviation.
These ongoing issues are particularly frustrating to deal with because in many instances the government has
acknowledged that there is an issue, and has agreed with the mitigations suggested by CBAA, but has done little
or nothing to address the problem.
This lack of action is more than simply vexing. It hurts Canadian business. Right now, the U.S. approach to
business aviation – from the advantageous tax regime to purchase a business aircraft to a representative and
safe, regulatory framework to the extensive network of airports across the country – offers a distinct advantage
to people who fly and use business aircraft using the U.S. as a base of operations compared with Canada.
We are not suggesting that Canada should adopt an “American-style” regulatory approach. However, it would
be foolhardy to the point of irresponsibility if the government did not consider what our nearest competitor is
doing when deciding on its regulatory framework for business aviation, especially since, in so many instances,
the CBAA has already proposed a number of made-in-Canada solutions that are in keeping with the intent of the
regulations, and at the same time would allow Canadian business aviation to be more competitive, without
compromising Canadian standards or values.
The next section examines some of these regulations – and our proposed solutions – in detail. It is our view that
these must be addressed as a first step if Canada is to achieve its goal of regulatory modernization.
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Safety
Flight Crew Hours of Work and Rest Periods
Regulations Amending the Canadian Aviation Regulations (Parts I, VI and VII — Flight Crew Member Hours of
Work and Rest Periods

Overview of the Regulations
The proposed amendments, published in Canada Gazette Part I, July 1, 2017, would apply to all commercial air
operators and include provisions for a Fatigue Risk Management System (FRMS).
While we applaud the government’s desire to mitigate pilot fatigue, we take issue with the “one-size-fits-all”
regulations as currently proposed, as the approach ignores the specific needs and safety risks of the different
aviation sectors. The on-demand charter sector, characterized by unscheduled, irregular flights is of particular
concern. It is a service that is in high demand to address transportation challenges faced by northern
communities, companies delivering goods and personnel to remote worksites, Canadian corporation executives
needing to travel internationally to generate business and seasonal high-value activities such as tourism.
If regulations that were designed specifically for predictable and repeatable operations, (i.e. scheduled
operations) are imposed on charter, on-demand flights (unscheduled, on-demand operations) we will face the
threat of a number of negative and escalating consequences. These include reduced service to Canadians in
remote or northern communities, a reduction in the number of business aircraft available for both corporate
and charter services, and perversely, motivating Canadian operators to fly under a “flag of convenience” (i.e.
U.S. charter or other foreign aircraft) that has a more reasonable fatigue-related regulatory regime. The
international business flights would still continue, but under less strictly regulated foreign aircraft operations.

The link between corporate and on demand air service
Many Canadian corporations offset the cost of operating their aircraft by employing the services of aircraft
management companies. These companies perform two tasks: first, they operate the aircraft under CARs
604 on behalf of the aircraft title holders and second, they also manage the operation of these same aircraft
under CARs 704 to provide air transportation services to the on-demand charter users when the title
holders are not using their aircraft for private business use.
For many Canadian corporations, redeploying their aircraft – i.e. renting them out during down time – is an
essential element in their continued ownership of the aircraft. Without this offset, many Canadian
corporations would not have access to business aircraft due to the high cost of ownership and operation
resulting in reductions in the size of Canada’s business aircraft fleet and job losses due to reduced sales by
Canadian aerospace and aviation firms, and directly and negatively impacting Canadian corporations’
ability to compete internationally.
Moreover, management companies are already following the highest standards of safety management,
including fatigue management, as these aircraft operate to the most demanding provisions of CARs 604 and
CARs 704 to optimize the use of personnel and aircraft. In the context of these proposed regulations this
means that they meet CARs 704 requirements plus the CARs 604 Safety Management System (SMS), Quality
Assurance (QA) and Management Review of SMS requirements.
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Why the regulations as proposed will not result in satisfactory safety outcomes
Given that it is imperative for a management company to show title holders and clients that they are compliant
with regulations and are operating safely, they already are addressing fatigue hazards more formally to meet
Canadian regulatory requirements. The majority of companies are also required, from a business perspective, to
show compliance with the International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO)6, ARGUS, Shell Oil
etc. standards if they are to be rewarded contracts, and these standards require some measure of fatigue risk
management. Therefore, today, at a minimum, management companies identify and address fatigue hazards in
their SMS. In an increasing number of operations, specific FRM modules are being developed for their SMS; and
in an increasing number of operations, bio mathematical modeling software is being used.
Fatigue risk management generates no new requirements or concepts from those already found in an SMS.
Fatigue is just another hazard which needs to be identified proactively and reactively in the SMS and then
eliminated or mitigated to the point where continued operation is safe i.e., the condition to which risks are
managed to an acceptable level. The requirement to document the hazard elimination or mitigation and follow
up to ensure the hazard elimination or mitigation has achieved the expected results is embedded in the SMS. To
call it “validation” and create a complex process and extra data gathering around this requirement is redundant
to a properly designed and implemented SMS.

The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
Economic development
The economic development– and the well-being -- of smaller communities which have limited air access or
connectivity, will be harmed if on-demand flights are no longer able to provide the essential transportation links
to markets, jobs, educational institutions, etc. If they were to lose or limit access to reliable air service, it will
become even more difficult for medical and mental health professionals, teachers and others to live in or even
travel to and from remote communities. This in turn can lead to a vicious cycle, causing some communities to
become virtually uninhabitable transportation “deserts”.
Economic development in and around larger communities will also be affected. Although the impact would be
more difficult to see directly, the reduction in the availability of charter flights could result in fewer
opportunities – and high-paying job losses -- in lucrative fly-in tourism, remote film location shoots, resource
development and revenue derived from other leading industries.
Competitiveness
TSX 60 companies which use business aircraft outperform those who do not by 43 percent7. Because so many
corporations currently offset the cost of aircraft ownership by redeployment as on demand charters, both
companies with their own flight departments and those using on-demand charters would feel the impact of
6

IS-BAO is an industry standard built for operators, by operators that provides standards based on the ICAO Standards and
Recommended Practices (SARPS). Both the FAA and CAA in Canada recognize IS-BAO as meeting the ICAO standard. The
European Committee for Standardization (CEN) also recognizes IS-BAO as an industry standard for business aircraft
operations.
7 NEXA ADVISORS Business Aviation and Top Performing Companies 2017: North American Edition S&P 500 & TSX
Companies Using Business Aircraft to Create Enterprise Value
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these regulations. With potentially fewer aircraft and fewer charter opportunities, Canadian businesses would
lose an essential competitive advantage against companies in the U.S., whose business aviation regulatory
regime is far more advantageous to operators and owners than Canada’s regime.
Growth
Growth is a direct outcome of successful economic development and having the ability to compete fairly with
other jurisdictions. While the advantage of using a business aircraft may start out as an internal benefit, like the
ability to meet with three or four clients in a single day, many studies show how quickly the benefit of business
aviation plays a much larger role, acting as a catalyst that drives successful sales and business development
opportunities, increasing local employment, supporting economic diversification and enhancing quality of life.

Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The Fatigue Management System should be reduced to the identification and certification of a bio mathematical
model and its use in an SMS. Models, like those validated based on laboratory data collected at the University of
Pennsylvania and Washington State University, exist and have been implemented in software applications that
examine individual trips or series of trips.
In this regulatory approach, bio mathematical modelling would be required on a trip-by-trip basis to proactively
identify fatigue hazards and identify mitigations to reduce the hazard to an acceptable level where possible, for
any flight that could potentially operate in non-compliance with the prescriptive regulations.
The model would also clearly identify when a trip could not be safely operated. Fatigue reports would be
required for each of these trips to validate the model or adjust the model to reflect validation results. This
process would be incorporated fully into an existing SMS so that documentation, reporting, hazard
identification, analysis, corrective actions and QA are consistently and effectively applied.
This is an elegant, cost effective, and safe alternative to the proposed FRMS that would address all the issues
created by the proposed FRM regulations for on-demand charter operations except for the Air Evacuation, Air
Ambulance and Organ Transfer operations. While many of these flights may be accomplished in compliance with
the proposed regulations or through application of trip-by-trip modelling under an FRMS, there will remain
flights that will require the application of the current exemption from Subsection 700.16(1) of the CARs either to
permit the flight or series of flights to depart or to continue should delays occur without jeopardizing patient
health. It can be just this simple!
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CARs 604 Safety Management System Regulations Issues and Compliance Disincentives
Overview of the Regulations
The CARs 604 Safety Management System (SMS) regulations are fundamentally in two parts: 1) required
processes and procedures to proactively identify safety hazards, mitigate or eliminate the hazards and set and
measure safety goals; and 2) required processes and procedures to reactively identify safety hazards
(i.e. reported hazards), mitigate or eliminate the hazards, investigate reported occurrences and mitigate or
eliminate the underlying cause(s) to reduce or eliminate the risk of re-occurrence. The reactive processes and
procedures have been successfully developed and used by all business aviation operators large and small
required to meet SMS regulations since 2002. However, because the proactive processes and procedures are
data driven, it is impossible for small operators to comply with these requirements since they cannot gather or
generate the statistically significant relevant data required to effectively employ these proactive processes and
procedures.

Why the regulations do not result in satisfactory safety outcomes
Since small operators cannot comply with these regulations, the desired safety outcomes from the regulations
are not achieved and operators are wasting time and money in a futile attempt to comply. The SMS regulations
are symptomatic of the general regulatory overburden of the CARs 604 regulations which were developed and
published without the support of any risk analysis of what is, demonstrably, already the safest Canadian aviation
sector. Perversely, operators have re-equipped with slightly smaller aircraft that are not required to operate
under CARs 604 or registered the aircraft in a “flag of convenience” country, which in both situations, permits
them to operate to a lower safety standard and put not only their passengers but those operators around them
at a greater risk.

The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
These regulations have curtailed the growth of the sector and the purchase and use of CARs 604 registered
aircraft simply because the cost of compliance is too high.

Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The potential solution is to remove the requirement for small operators (defined as operating three aircraft or
fewer) to meet the SMS regulations respecting the proactive SMS processes and procedures. This will reduce the
cost of compliance for current small operators without affecting their safety performance and would remove a
major impediment to sector growth.
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Delegation of CARs 604 Operator Certification and Approvals to Industry
Overview of the Regulations
For eight years, the CBAA certified, provided Special Authorization Approvals, and audited private
operators using the same performance-based standards that today are at the core of the globally
recognized International Standards for Business Aviation Operations (IS-BAO).
Subsequently, Transport Canada removed this industry delegation and eventually created a new,
onerous, prescriptive regulatory regime for private operators under CARs 604 that was
unsubstantiated by any risk analysis. These regulations are the most demanding of any private
operator regulations in every country that Canada is competing with economically, putting Canadian
businesses at a competitive disadvantage.
While the major disincentive to business aviation growth in Canada is the regulatory overburden
created by CARs 604 compliance, the Transport Canada CARs 604-related service levels also negatively
impact business aviation operations significantly. Service is predicated on a first-come first-served
basis with significant lead times required to avail of the service. While commercial operations have a
greater ability to predict service requirements, that is often not the case with business aviation
operators who must, in order to allow the businesses they support to compete effectively globally,
demonstrate operational agility to take advantage of business opportunities.
Why the regulations do not result in satisfactory safety outcomes
The general regulatory overburden of the CARs 604 regulations and the associated poor service levels
have provided a significant incentive to operators to re-equip with slightly smaller aircraft (if these
aircraft can meet the business needs) that are not required to operate under CARs 604 or alternatively
they register the aircraft in a “flag of convenience” country to avoid the regulatory burden and service
level restrictions. In both situations, these “workarounds” permit them to flout Canadian regulations
and operate to a lower safety standard. This puts not only their passengers, but those operators
around them at a greater risk.
The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
These regulations and associated service levels have reduced the growth of the sector, simply because
the cost of compliance it too high, and reduced the international competitiveness of the businesses
they support.
Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The potential solution is to return to the delegated regulatory regime based on performance-based
regulations like those used in the previous delegation. As an interim step, delegation to industry of
operator certification and operational approvals based on the current CARs 604 would be a significant
step to permit this sector to grow and aid in the growth of the Canadian economy without affecting its
safety performance.
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Minister’s Delegations for Minimum Equipment Lists (MELs)
Overview of the Issue
Enabled in the Aeronautics Act, a Minister’s Delegation allows an authorized person to perform
functions on behalf of the Minister. The use of delegations is both commonplace and safe as
delegations are a “held by qualified individuals in the private sector who have demonstrated their
ability to perform these regulatory functions, and who have extensive experience in their particular
field associated with the delegation”8.
Examples of delegations include Approved Check Pilots (ACP) who conduct pilot proficiency checks or a
line check on company pilot employees on behalf of the Minister in accordance with the Approved
Check Pilot Manual and Maintenance (MD-M) which provides the aviation industry with a mechanism
that allows qualified individuals, other than Civil Aviation Safety Inspectors, to issue Certificates of
Airworthiness and Special Certificates of Airworthiness - Restricted, with respect to imported type
certified aircraft. The Ministers Delegates - Maintenance program also allows qualified individuals to
issue Export Airworthiness Certificates in respect of used aircraft.
These and the other delegations used in civil aviation are essential. Transport Canada does not have
the resources that equal the expertise and knowledge they can access in the private sector.
An urgent example is delegation for Minimum Equipment Lists (MELs). Currently, MELs are reviewed
by Transport Canada officials, who do not have the expertise, or the time, to dedicate to the review of
highly technical documents which can be 1,500 pages in length.
The CBAA has already initiated discussions with Transport Canada on this topic, TC supports the
delegation and the CBAA in in the process of submitting a proposal initially for MEL delegation for
PORD operators MEL approvals.
However, past experience has shown that the process to issue applications for delegations can be
extremely prolonged. In the interim, backlogs pile up, and delays affect the ability of business aviation
operators to certify and fly their aircraft – sometime by months.

8
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Flight Data Recorder Regulations
Overview of the Possible Regulations
In response to Transportation Safety Board (TSB) Recommendation 18-01 in TSB report A16P0186 and
earlier TSB recommendations, Transport Canada (TC) is developing regulations that would require
more aircraft to be equipped with flight data recorders. Recommendation 18-01 states that “...the
Department of Transport require the mandatory installation of lightweight flight recording systems by
commercial operators and private operators not currently required to carry these systems.”
Why the regulations do not result in satisfactory safety outcomes
Should TC publish regulations that specifically meet the Recommendation and require operators to
analyse this data and address any hazards or occurrences discovered during the analysis systematically,
such as under a Safety Management System (SMS), then there is the potential to improve operator
safety performance. However, this potential improvement could only be realized if new regulations
pass a safety cost/benefit analysis. FDR retrofitting is not cost beneficial. If it’s not cost beneficial, then
to avoid the extra cost, operators to re-equip with slightly smaller aircraft (if these aircraft can meet
the business needs) that are not required to operate under the new regulation or alternatively they
register the aircraft in a “flag of convenience” country to avoid the regulatory burden and service level
restrictions. In both situations, these “workarounds” permit them to flout Canadian regulations and
operate to a lower safety standard. This puts not only their passengers, but those operators around
them at a greater risk.
The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
These regulations will reduce the growth of the sector simply because the cost of compliance
is too high.
Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The Canadian business aviation sector, by regulation, must operate under an SMS; therefore, for those
operators whose aircraft are Flight Data Recorder (FDR) equipped, the cost of meeting any new
regulations requiring Flight Data Analysis (FDA) would likely pass a cost/benefit analysis. Similarly, the
cost of equipping new aircraft with FDRs would also likely pass a cost/benefit analysis. However, in
every case, retrofitting aircraft with FDRs would not be cost beneficial and in some cases the cost of
retrofit would be higher than the resale value of the aircraft. The regulatory solution is to require new
aircraft to be fitted with FDRs and require operators with FDRs to do FDA.
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Environmental regulations and policy
ICAO Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) Related
Regulations
Overview of the Regulations
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) are
only enforceable in Canada if the Standards or Recommended Practices are put into Canadian
legislation and regulations. Canada is committed to putting the ICAO Carbon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) standards into Canadian law. Operators with aircraft below
12,500 Maximum Certified Take-off Weight (MCTW) and those operations that generate less than
10,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide per year on international flights are exempt.
The SARPs have significant data recording and reporting requirements to prove initial and on-going
exemption status which would be an unreasonable regulatory burden for small operators who would
almost always be shown to be exempt. Furthermore, the SARPs do not discriminate between private
and commercial operations, lumping all aircraft operated by a given operate together. In Canada,
businesspeople or corporations who own aircraft for business purposes are allowed to contract
management companies to operate the aircraft for them. The companies in most cases operate
aircraft commercially as well. Therefore, the businessperson aircraft owner, whose operations would
be exempt from CORSIA requirements if operated by the aircraft owner’s own flight
department, would have his/her operating costs dramatically increased if his/her flight operations
were lumped into the bigger operation because the operation would no longer be CORSIA exempt.
The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
If the regulations include the data recording and reporting requirements to prove initial and on-going
exemption status, then they will reduce the growth of the sector simply because the cost of
compliance is too high. If aircraft owners employing management companies to operate their aircraft
do not have their operations excluded from the CORSIA requirements, many owners will lose a very
important business tool simply because it is no longer cost/beneficial to operate their aircraft, resulting
in lost business opportunities.
Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The potential solution is to remove the requirement for small operators to initially and on an on-going
basis prove exemption status. Respecting aircraft owners, their operations’ emissions should be
separately determined from the overall operations emissions. In both situations, these operators
would self-determine their exemption status and act accordingly.
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Pan-Canadian Price on Carbon - Federal Backstop Legislation
Overview of the Regulations
The federal government intends to implement the federal backstop legislation (Greenhouse Gas
Pollution Pricing Act) on January 1, 2019, in any province or territory that does not have an equivalent
carbon pricing system. This is basically a fuel tax at the pump and would also apply to aviation
fuel. Some provinces will not be required to adhere to federal regulations because they will have their
own. In some provinces, aviation has been exempted from the provincial legislation.
The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
The fact that in some jurisdictions aviation is exempt will create operating provincial “flags of
convenience” within Canada making it more difficult for business aviation to operate
efficiently. Furthermore, given the low environmental impact of small business aircraft operators, the
proposed fuel taxes are an unwarranted punitive tax on operations which in some instances will make
these operations no longer cost/beneficial, resulting in lost business opportunities.
Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The same exemptions found in the ICAO CORSIA regulations should apply to Canadian aviation in both
the backstop and provincial legislation.
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Economic regulations and policy
Canada Revenue Agency: Timely resolution of disputes
Overview of the Issue
Business aviation operators, like all Canadian taxpayers who are not satisfied with their income tax
assessments have the right to impartial and timely reviews of their tax returns and to receive a
response from the Canada Revenue Agency (the Agency) “with all due dispatch” per Section 165(3) of
the Income Tax Act.
However, significant numbers of business aviation operators who have filed objections are waiting
months – or even years – to resolve their issues. Under the Income Tax Act, the Agency must review
objections and notify the taxpayer of its decision in writing. Although the Act does not specify how long
the Agency should take to resolve an objection, the Act does state that the Agency should do this “with
all due dispatch.” The Agency’s Taxpayer Bill of Rights gives taxpayers the right to complete, accurate,
clear, and timely information, but it does not define “timely.”
In the 2015–16 fiscal year, this waiting period ranged from three months to a year for low- and
medium-complexity files. For high-complexity files, the Agency did not inform taxpayers how long it
would take for appeals officers to contact them and start working on the objections
This issue was of great enough concern to merit study in the 2016 Fall Report 2 of the Office of the
Auditor General of Canada (OAG)9. Bottom line, the OAG found that the CRA took too long to process
income tax objections, leading to a higher cost to taxpayers.
Moreover, the OAG also found that the Agency did not communicate with taxpayers early enough in the
objection process to obtain the required information from them, and that it did not provide estimates to
taxpayers of how long it would take to make its decisions.

The impacts on economic development, competitiveness and growth
This issue potentially affects every Canadian taxpayer, not only business aviation operators. However,
the negative impacts of these delays are particularly acute in our sector as business aircraft owners
have the option of registering their aircraft under a flag of convenience to avoid Canadian laws or
regulations. This not only affects taxation, it also impacts Canadian stewardship of its own aviation
sector, as well as negating the full economic benefits derived from a Canadian-registered aircraft.
Potential solutions and benefits of a new approach
The CBAA fully supports and endorses the OAG’s recommendations as stated in its report:
1. The Canada Revenue Agency should provide taxpayers with the time frames in which it expects
to resolve their objections. Time frames should be based on objections’ level of complexity.

9
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2. The Canada Revenue Agency should develop and implement an action plan with defined
timelines and targets to reduce the inventory of outstanding objections to a reasonable level.
3. The Canada Revenue Agency should conduct a complete review of the objection process to
identify and implement modifications to improve the timely resolution of objections.
The Agency has responded to recommendations 2 & 3 above, agreeing to develop a strategy that
optimizes its available resources and to conduct a review of the objections process, among other
actions.
However, there has yet been no recognition or remediation of the underlying issue: a lack of
resources. Simply, there are just not enough qualified auditors and other Agency employees to deal
with the volume and complexity of objections received.
In the view of the CBAA, while the Agency’s proposed actions will find some efficiencies in the short or
medium term, this issue will not be resolved until the Agency has sufficient resources and trained
personnel to deal with objectives. Therefore, our final recommendation for a new approach would be
to increase resources so the Agency can fulfill its obligation to respond to taxpayers in “with all due
dispatch”.
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